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About This Game

Tower 3D is 3D interpretation of the world-famous puzzle game. Now for the completing you need to collect entire rows in two
planes and try not to reach the upper limit, cr 5d3b920ae0
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM
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not pretty bad game , remember games on IOS,. The best puzzle ever!!! Respect for dev. pretty good game. pretty good game.
First of all I've got some good news 'Achievement hunter' is no more on the steam store. It seems Gabe is having a quality
crackdown throwing scammers/bad developers out into the cold. With that in mind, Mikhail Melnikov Iu2019d be shaking in
my boots if I was you. How do you stuff up Tetris? Simple don't put rotation in it. What on Earth is wrong with you Russian
people are you bent on destroying every iconic game ever made? Other than rotating the base you can't do anything with the
blocks falling, meaning that youu2019re at the mercy of the random selection the game gives you. On top of this the speed is
constantly fast from get go. Also the blocks are all sorts of inconvenient shapes that will practically stuff you up after two lines.
Highest score I was able to achieve was over 60. Maybe 100 is possible if your into brain mutilation and your extremely lucky
with placement, but Brainiac developer Mikhail isn't interested with customers having a good time, he just wants to troll people.
So he places in achievements that require the score of 1,000 which screams (S.A.M) straight away. I am amazed though that he
did have some self-control. 1) He didn't add 5,000 achievements and 2) the game isn't about demons and Satan. I'm sure the
peer pressure to resist such temptations would have been horrific for this single Russian developer. Still he has proven faithful
to what we have all come to appreciate about game developers from Mother Russia. They are all corrupt. Below the complete
game to satisfy your curiosity and prevent you from rewarding the developer with a sale. https://youtu.be/GM-utVrngD4 If you
enjoyed reading this review please subscribe to my curator page. Thanks. http://store.steampowered.com/curator/6843548/. The
best puzzle ever!!! Respect for dev. pretty good game. If you love Tetris.then don't buy this. The "concept" of this game is like
3D Tetris. However, you have no abilty to rotate pieces to fit properly, clearing lines is basically impossible and impractical
based off of game mechanics/controls. One of the worst things besides non-existing piece rotations is the inability to see the
current falling piece.it gives you a projected "shadow" of where the piece will fall but you have no idea which piece it will be
until it's too late. (If the shadow covers 3 squares it could be a line piece-horizontally- or a Z.or an L. No, really.you don't know
until the piece is 1 second from landing its position which in Tetris is both unforgivable and unforgiving. Don't do it, it's not
worth it even on sale (which is when I bought it).
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